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The part of fortune is like a vestigial tail in the astro-
logical chart. Fortune is typically associated with
wealth and money, thus when we look at the lot of

fortune in the chart we think that it is our ‘lucky star’ so to
speak—indicative of how we attain success and abundance.
Not much is said In contemporary astrology about the part
of fortune that circle with a diagonal cross. Astrologers have
typically used the same formula since Lilly’s time, which in
essence eliminates the counter-part for fortune the lot of
Spirit. Tonight we will expose the missing lot as well.

Bring along your chart with both lots if possible and if not
the one with just the part of fortune—the symbol for it is
above. As always if you need your chart...send Anne an
email with your data.

In this talk we will look at what these lots have to say about
your life. Knowing your lunar phase and whether you were
born during the day or night is helpful.

We meet at 201-320 Columbia Street, New Westminster, BC
We meet on the second Thursday of each month (upcoming schedule on back page)
September to June (Summer break July-August)
We host monthly talks and periodic workshops
Our talks begin at 7:30 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM
We meet for dinner at 5 PM before the talk at Stefanos’, please join us
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There is a growing incidence of couples being chal-
lenged to fall pregnant. This elusive conception phe-
nomena occurs for several reasons. Many women
turn to astrology for answers. Whilst astrologers may
not be able to help all women, there are long es-
tablished Astrological Theories on Conception, which
can be used to great effect in these situations. With
conception timing is everything.

This lecture offers invaluable information for the
practicing astrologer. We will discover auspicious
days to conceive by considering the Moon, lunar
months and the female cycle. We will determine a
chart’s “Procreation planet” whilst exploring some
ideas on gender emphasis. We will weigh the “Natal
promise” regarding children and discover what a
“Conception Astrologer” does. Bring your chart if
you wish.

Alison invites you to contact her by email at ali-
son@starzology.com and to visit her website
www.starzology.com.

Anne Massey has been a professional astrologer for a
quarter of a century. She uses both classical and con-
temporary tools in her work. Anne is fascinated with
Hellenistic techniques that readily transfer for use in the
contemporary world.

In the past few years she has researched the Hermetic
lots and finds that these truly talk about our lot in life.

Contact Anne at 604.574.9545, www.annemassey.ca
and via email anne@astrologicallyspeaking.com

Alison Price’s career in astrology began in 1980. She offers

personal consulting, teaches weekly astrology classes (both

in person and via Skype) and lectures in Canada and the

USA, offers student mentorship, provides exam prep clas-

ses and writes articles for astrology publications. She is an

e-book author. She actively grows her Starzology blog

which helps you create a successful astrology business and

shows you how to solve the two main issues facing astrolo-

gers of how to move from student to professional astrolo-

gy status and how to develop, establish and manage a

small business. Alison is a teacher for the CAAE. Alison

prefers working to develop the psychology within a chart

using traditional western methods. She has focused on

children’s astrology with an emphasis on conception, early

childhood and the elementary school years. She enjoys

using astrology to help parents find practical solutions

during difficult times.

Read Anne’s Chat with
Alison Price online
www.astrologyguild.com

Astrological Theories on Conception

Mark your calendars for September 12 and Saturday September 14 with Kelly Surtees

Kelly Surtees holds the FAA Practitioner’s Diploma and regularly lectures at international
astrology conferences, (including UAC in May 2012).

Traditionally focused, her areas of focus include combining predictive techniques and res-
urrecting ancient techniques. http://kellysurteesastrology.wordpress.com/

SEE PAGE 7

Fortune and Spirit

Note: The Guild hosts no talks in July and
August—next talk in September

Next newsletter out in August!



The subject of the Nakshatras is huge and volumes can be
written on each of the 27 lunar signs. What is being pre-
sented here is nothing more than the smallest tidbit to
whet the appetite. With that reminder the next six
Nakshatras will be offered.

Purva Phalguni rules 13° 20 to 26° 40 Leo with the
front legs of a couch or bed being the symbol sug-
gesting the need for rest and relaxation. This em-

phasis makes it one of the most carefree of the lunar signs.
Natives are usually quite concerned about their creature
comforts and so long as they are comfortable all is well.
When appreciated by those around them they can be a
joy, if not appreciated as they think they should be, they
can be a terror. The color red is also associated with this
nakshatra.

U ttra Phalguni rules 26°40 Leo to 10° Virgo being
the back two legs of the couch or bed as the
symbol. Now there is awareness that the rest and

relaxation period is coming to an end and therefore there
is considerably more activity within this nakshatra. It is
fairly common to find astrologers having this as their birth
nakshatra. A supporting trait is their ability to be very
straight forward in their communication yet naturally
generous and kind to friends.

Hasta rules 10° Virgo to 23° 20 Virgo is represent-
ed by either an hand with spread fingers or a
closed fist. The open hand represents the many

talents and capabilities of this nakshatra whereas the
closed fist represents the darker side of traits such as trick-
ery, deceit and manipulation. There is a definite lack of
trust within this nakshatra even though it also can be very
cooperative when working toward a goal. Another
strength is their ability to pay attention to all the details
that make life interesting and smooth.

C
hitra covers 23°20 Virgo to 6°40 Libra and the
symbol of the pearl shows the tremendous creativ-
ity within this nakshatra. A pearl is the beautiful

result of an irritation and the strength of this nakshatra is
the ability to create beauty out of nothing. Rarely able to
sit still tremendous creativity can be seen here. If a con-
structive arena can be found for this creativity there will
be balance, if not the native can become exceptionally
frustrated an imbalanced. Appearance is of utmost im-
portance here.

S
wati rules 6° 40 Libra to 20° Libra symbolized by a
reed, or small plant blowing in the wind. This im-
agery underlines the growth toward something

stronger and as a result heavy emphasis on this nakshatra
in a birth chart can indicate success later in life. Devotion
and service are strong factors here and it is no wonder
Saturn reaches exaltation herein. A willingness to learn
and an appreciation of all arts such as music and design
are very much a part of this nakshatra.

V ishakha rules 20° Libra to 3°20 Scorpio with a
decorated arch as its symbol. Such arches are
commonly used in marriage ceremonies denoting

a new beginning or entry into a new world such as mar-
riage. It also symbolizes the fact that once a goal is
achieved another one lays before us. As a result a strong
trait within this nakshatra is the goal orientation within

the natives and to this end they can
demonstrate phenomenal effort to
achieve the goals they set before themselves.

The topic of the Nakshatras will be continued in the next issue.

Articles addressing the Nakshatras and the basics of Vedic astrolo-
gy have appeared in three issues of the Guild News

 The Summer issue of June 2012

 The August issue of 2012 and

 Autumn 2012

 Winter 2013

Find links to older and current newsletters (pdf-documents) at
www.astrologyguild.com/newsletters
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The next six Nakshatras...
www.phyllischubb.com

Online Courses

An Introduction to Vedic Thought and Jyotish

Will start in September. Starting dates and times will be an-
nounced.

Fee for these classes will be $30.00 per weekly session.
Please contact Phyllis at 250-757-9498 with questions and to
register

Payment may be made over Pay Pal to Phyl-
lis@phyllischubb.com, by cheque or internet banking.

ContributionsContributions
Would you like to contribute content for our newsletter or on

our website? Articles and posts do not need to be very long.

500-1500 words describes the length of all articles in this issue.

You might want to contribute to the Beginner’s corner, just a

paragraph or two. Do you have a passion for a form of astrolo-

gy you’d like to write about to introduce it to our readers.

Read chats with our presentersRead chats with our presenters
We have set up a new page on our website for interviews

and/or chats with our presenters. The interview with Rob Hand

conducted by Anne Massey is still available, and definitely

worth a read.

The second chat is with our new President Alison Price, learn

about who Alison is and her passion for astrology.
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In the image we see an incredible amount of symbolism. In addition to
the various measuring tools, there is a snake and a frog in this image.
The snake is a universal symbol of wisdom with the ability to shed its
skin, and the frog a symbol of both fertility and metamorphosis. This
image of Geometria is one in a collection; some of the images feature
the Platonic solids at her feet with her left foot resting on the cube
(hexahedron).

The angles of the two protractors are 72° and 36°--the two angles that
form the golden triangle—the base has two at 72° and the top one is
36°. In astrology we know this one as a quintile, which is the angle of
the pentagram and the resultant pentacle; the angles of the Venus
cycle. Golden rectangles and triangles are about the harmony and
beauty of our universe; also used to measure beauty. These two shapes
are divisible into infinite number of shapes where the angles remain
the same.

In astrology, the origin of aspects is in geometry. Beyond unity, repre-

sented by a dot or the big bang in physics (conjunction of two in astrol-

ogy and for the creation of the Higgs boson in the Hadron Collider),

we find motion as the dot expands in one direction creating a line,

which represents both motion as well as division. When we place the

line within a circle we have a diameter—the original word and concept

for the opposition. A separation from unity is the message behind the

opposition aspect. It also brings in the relationship aspect as we now

have two points forming a polarity. Lines not only divide they also

connect.

Plato classified the geometrical, 3-D shapes for the elements—the Pla-

tonic solids. These are made from regular polygons, each of which

drawn within a circle (and a sphere) would have its vertices touch the

edges of the circle. In a polygon all sides and angles are equal. Vertex is

the (highest) point where two lines meet. is a tetrahedron

(pyramid) made with four equilateral triangular faces. Hexahedron is

a six-sided cube and represents the element of . Octahedron has

8 faces, and comprises of two pyramids atop each other—the platonic

solid for . Hedron is the word for surface. There is perfect symmetry

between Earth and Air, as they can generate each other. That perfect

symmetry exists within fire and water (icosahedron). The solid for

has eight sides and is made of equilateral triangles. The shape is

actually connected to water molecules—the scientific paper by Emeri-

tus Professor of Applied Science, Martin Chaplin explores this topic on

the website of London South Bank University. (FN2)

In Hermetic astrology, the two elements that form the symbolic Star of

David, the hexagon, comprise of the trinity of fire and water. Interest-

Anne Massey with Ve-
nus...This photo was taken
in Finland August 2012 by
my photographer sister,
Ritva Sillanmäki.

ingly water comprises of two oxygen and one carbon molecules, air

of two carbon and one oxygen molecules. Each of these two Platonic

elements is able generate the other. The symbol for ether, a dodeca-

hedron can regenerate more of the same.

“Almost literally, geometry meant contact with the gods. It was
considered a way of imitating the structure where the Sun
(probably the first god) and the Moon (probably the second god)
governed the natural order —early man believed if he could
"map" the universe, he would be able to predict the whims of
gods, who sent punishing droughts, floods and pestilence on the
land around him.”—Richard Ney (FN1)

GGGEOMETRIAEOMETRIAEOMETRIA was personified as a woman—elegant and refined—
because geometry functions as an intuitive, contemplating mind
associated with the feminine (non-linear) principle. The image of
the archetype is from the British Museum and used with their
permission. The image dates back to approximately 1600 CE.
Geometry was considered ‘superior’ to mathematics in that it
represented a higher order of knowledge.

BYBYBY AAANNENNENNE MMMASSEYASSEYASSEY

Is geometry the building block of the Universe?

Tetrahedron,
4-sides, Fire

Icosahedron,
20-sides, Water

Hexahedron
6-sides, Earth

Octahedron
8-sides, Air

Dodecahedron
12-sides, Ether

Golden rectangle
within the spiral
found in nature.

All photographic images of the
elements within the Platonic
solids by Ritva Sillanmäki
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Professor Higgs, along with other colleagues, first suggested in the
1960s that a sub-atomic particle must pervade the Universe and
create an invisible field on which matter interacts to give it mass,
whether it is people or planets.

It has only been in recent years that physicists have been able to
build a particle accelerator big enough to produce the energies
needed to create the sort of sub-atomic collisions that would shake
out the Higgs particle to reveal its identity. This Higgs boson—or the

has potentially been found
using the Hadron Collider located in Cern,
Switzerland. The unit is under extensive
repair, and scientists are hoping to discover
dark matter next.

Captured within the image are lines origi-
nating from a dot in the centre. This looks
so much like the part of the flower of life
image, it is uncanny. Some of the petals are
formed in the image of the Higgs boson

particle…in sacred geometry those lines have created many a

church window, design of altars, etc.

The coloured images within the large flower of life represent the
initial seven cycles—those of the visible planets; and if we were to
connect the dots formed within we would have the astrological
wheel with its twelve houses.

Time is an earthly, linear concept, what the scientists have discov-
ered is that a line never repeats the in the same fashion. There are

hundreds of images for the Higgs boson online; the two shown in
this article-particle originate with the Cern research facility. The
orange lined one is a computer simulation. The circular one
appeared in many magazines and online blogs, but I was una-
ble to verify how the image was captured. It is interesting to
note that scientist at present believe the world began in liquid,
just as we grow with amniotic fluid and emerge (maybe not
with a big bang) with a contraction or a surgeon’s knife.

So air and water molecules comprise of three parts, the others
are more complex—however, what is interesting and intriguing

is that the sacred geometry is so prevalent in modern science
and research.

Geometric figures the aspects are based on are the square, tri-
angle (trine), hexagon (sextile) and diameter (opposition). Con-
junctions were not considered an aspect as the planets were
together, not seeing each other from a different perspective.
Contemplating the images for the solids, the patterns formed
within planets in rulership, exaltation, detriment, etc. provide a
deeper understanding of the interactions between the energies
represented by the planets.

In the past Guild issues February/March 2011, April/May 2011,

and August/September 2011. I wrote about the symbolism be-

hind astrology, check out the previous issues online.

Footnotes:

1. http://www.astrologycom.com/geometry.html

2. http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/chaplin.html

Classes and workshops with Anne:
www.astrologicallyspeaking.com/classes.htm

Anne’s blog www.annemassey.ca



You can improve your Astrological interpretations in one week.

Simply follow this seven day plan to get your readings back on

track. By taking these simple steps if you start on Sunday you

will be ready to present the best consultation you can muster

on Saturday. That’s six sleeps! First you will interpret the natal

chart and then selected forecast work. At the end you won’t

have considered every single little detail, but you will have

looked at the important components of the natal chart and

forecast indicators.

SSSUNDAYUNDAYUNDAY: B: B: BOOKOOKOOK ANDANDAND PPPRINTRINTRINT YOURYOURYOUR CLIENTCLIENTCLIENT’’’SSS CHARTSCHARTSCHARTS

Book a client for next Saturday. It can be a family member, a

friend or new person. But it must be a chart for someone you

have not done before. Make it a one hour session. Choose a

consultation time when the transiting ascendant is in the same

polarity as your Sun. If your Sun is in the passive polarity make

the consultation time when a passive sign rising and the same

for active signs.

Having their chart details, print

out the natal chart, transits

and progressions. Cast and

print the consultation chart

(the chart of the time and

place where the consultation

will happen). Use a bi-wheel

with the natal chart in the cen-

tre and secondary progres-

sions on the outside. By hand

write in the current positions

of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto

outside the bi-wheel. Don’t

start the written interpreta-

tions yet. Color in the major natal aspect patterns. T-Squares in

red, grand trines in blue, yods in green and Thor’s Hammers in

orange. Highlight the chart ruler and any sign or house em-

phasis in yellow.

MMMONDAYONDAYONDAY: T: T: THEHEHE BBBALANCESALANCESALANCES ANDANDAND SSSTRENGTHSTRENGTHSTRENGTHS

Today you start writing your notes. As you write, list all the

short form codes in the margins and explore the full interpre-

tation meanings in the body of the page.

Find the balances in the chartFind the balances in the chartFind the balances in the chart

 Active and passive.

 Elements and mode strength.

 Strong signs and houses.

 Major aspect patterns.

Know the strong parts of your client’s chart. These will be

things they are aware of already and hearing them makes you

look good and seem capable.

Pull out the other chart highlightsPull out the other chart highlightsPull out the other chart highlights

 Most elevated planet.

 Oriental planet.

 Final dispositor etc.

TTTUESDAYUESDAYUESDAY: T: T: THEHEHE AAASCENDANTSCENDANTSCENDANT ANDANDAND CCCHARTHARTHART RRRULERULERULER

Explore the Ascendant complex.Explore the Ascendant complex.Explore the Ascendant complex.

 Look at the sign on the ascendant.

 Consider the aspects to the ascendant.

 Note any planets rising or placed in the first house.

Explore the Ascendant ruler complex.Explore the Ascendant ruler complex.Explore the Ascendant ruler complex.

That means the planet that rules the sign on the ascendant

(use traditional rulers).

 Look at the chart ruler’s sign.

 Consider the chart ruler’s house.

 Note the chart ruler’s aspects.

 Write out your keywords and fully understand each and

every detail.

If there is an aspect you are not sure of, for instance Mars con-

junct the Ascendant, research it thoroughly by reading the

aspect in your cook books and on-line. Get to know that par-

ticular aspect so you will always be able to interpret it when

you see it again.

WWWEDNESDAYEDNESDAYEDNESDAY: T: T: THEHEHE LLLUMINARIESUMINARIESUMINARIES

Explore the Sun complex.Explore the Sun complex.Explore the Sun complex.

 Look at the Sun’s sign.

 Consider the Sun’s house.

 The aspects to the Sun.

Explore the Moon complex.Explore the Moon complex.Explore the Moon complex.

 Look at the Moon’s sign.

 Consider Moon’s house.

 The aspects to the Moon

 Note the Lunar phase. Make sure you know what it means.

 Consider the nodal axis by sign and house. Look out for

planets squaring the nodal axis.

TTTHURSDAYHURSDAYHURSDAY: T: T: THEHEHE FFFORECASTORECASTORECAST FORFORFOR MMMONEYONEYONEY ANDANDAND CCCAREERAREERAREER

MidheavenMidheavenMidheaven

 Note the Midheaven sign.

 MC aspects.

 Planets in the tenth house.

Page 5
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Alison is a professional astrologer who

mentors a selection of engaged astrology

students each year. She has fun helping

you create a successful astrology business

and showing you how to solve the two

main issues facing astrologers; how to

move from student to professional astrol-

oger status and how to develop, establish and manage a small

business. All from the heart and with a sense of humour. She

invites you to contact her at alison@starzology.com

www.starzology.com



Explore the 10th house ruler.Explore the 10th house ruler.Explore the 10th house ruler.

 The planet that rules the sign on the tenth house cusp.

 Note it’s sign.

 It’s house.

 It’s aspects.

TransitsTransitsTransits

 Transiting Planets in the 2nd (money).

 Transiting Planets in the 6th (job).

 Transiting Planets in the 10th (career).

ProgressionsProgressionsProgressions

 Consider the 2nd house progressed ruler.

 Look at the 6th house progressed ruler’s condition.

 Explore the 10th house progressed ruler’s condition.

FFFRIDAYRIDAYRIDAY: T: T: THEHEHE FFFORECASTORECASTORECAST FORFORFOR LLLOVEOVEOVE ANDANDAND RRROMANCEOMANCEOMANCE

Explore the 5th house (where love begins).Explore the 5th house (where love begins).Explore the 5th house (where love begins).

 Note the 5th house cusp.

 Explore the 5th house ruler by sign, house and aspects.

 List any natal 5th house planets.

Explore the 7th house (partners and spouse)Explore the 7th house (partners and spouse)Explore the 7th house (partners and spouse)

 Look at the 7th house cusp.

 Consider the 7th house ruler.

 Note any natal 7th house planets.

TransitsTransitsTransits

Consider any transiting planets in the 5th.

Interpret any transiting planets in the 7th.

ProgressionsProgressionsProgressions

Check the progressed 5th house ruler’s condition.

Look at the progressed 7th house ruler’s condition.

SSSATURDAYATURDAYATURDAY: T: T: THEHEHE CCCONSULTATIONONSULTATIONONSULTATION

Prepare yourself to give. A consultation takes something

from you as an astrologer. You need to be prepared to

give your understanding, advice, energy, time and sympa-

thy to your client.

Make sure the consultation room is cool and well ventilat-

ed. Read 10 things to do before your client arrives.

One hour before, re-read your notes. Five minutes before,

breathe in… breathe out…Enjoy
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7 Days...continued

Publishing dates and deadlines for submission:
Summer 15°t August 6; submit by July 20 2013

Autumn 15° Scorpio November 6; submit by October 18. 2013

Winter 15°Aquarius February 2; submit by January 15, 2014

Spring 15°w May 4, 2014; submit by April 15, 2013

Thor’s Hammer is a tri-focal pattern with two

planets in a square aspect with another and

the third planet receives a quincunx from

both. Some sources also call this ‘god’s fist’ and the

least descriptive term is quadriform.

Alice Portman writes: “This is a particularly difficult

pattern as the sesquiquadrate aspect tends to give

quite severe criticism from others and this produces

considerable personal tension. To work at its best it

needs at least one planet in the pattern to have an

outlet i.e. an easy flow aspect to another planet or

planetary pattern. The outlet planet can describe peo-

ple who help and/or a talent or ability that eases the

pressure.”i

In Norse—mostly Icelandic—mythology. Thor was the

god of lightning, strength, protection, healing and

thunder. He wielded his hammer with incredible preci-

sion, never missing his target.

If the square is between two cardinal signs the focal

point of the pattern falls into a mutable sign—

suggesting a change with flexibility (without re-

sistance) is required.

If the square is between two fixed signs the focal point

of the pattern falls into a cardinal sign. The modality

associated with taking charge and leading.

When the square takes place in mutable signs, the

apex point falls into a fixed sign, perhaps suggesting

that the person needs to stick to their personal choic-

es.

Stephanie Clement in her book “Aspect Patterns” dis-

cusses the configuration in the charts of Celine Dion

and Henry Mancini.

135° is the 8th harmonic (as is 45°)—and is associated

with inner drive and needs

Sources:

i) http://aliceportman.com/thors-hammer/

By Anne Massey
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What is a composite chart

It is a relationship chart for two people (yes technically also a group)
calculated using the midpoints between each of the planets—Sun to
Sun, Moon to Moon, etc. using the shortest distance between the two
planets and finding the half-way point. This type of composite chart
is symbolic of how to people are as a couple. Astrological software

calculates these by using
either the mid-point ASC
or the mid-point of the
MC, and then generates
the chart. If we were to
use a table of houses,
we’d look up the derived
MC and ASC degree to
find the other house
cusps.

There are a few variants
for calculating the com-
posite chart. One of these
the derived location gives
us slightly different house
cusps. Meaning that we
are now making an addi-
tional statement about

where on earth the relationship is taking place. This one is often used
by astrologers specializing in composite charts.

A third variant is best known as the Davison chart (time and space),
and created by finding the midpoint in time (the midpoint date and
time) and space rather than between the two sets of planets and
angles, thus generating a chart the placements of which can be
found in the ephemeris, and therefore can be progressed, etc. In the
example the chart is cast for October 23, 1973 at 06:46:30 at 54N31
and 48W55 (off the coast of Newfoundland).

Interestingly all of the variant charts feature the Moon conjunct the

Ascendant. The Moon in the time and space on is at the same degree

as my ASC. The Sun in both charts falls on the final degree of Libra,

which is interesting in the light that I resigned as the president with

Saturn transiting the end of Libra. In each of the variants Saturn in

at the MC or 10th house; Pemo Theodore writes “This is an incredibly

significant and strongly committed relationship!”—I have been in-

volved with the Guild for 22 years plus counting. In contrast to synas-

try charts which analyze aspects between two charts and the inter-

actions between the

houses of one person with

the planetary placements

of the second person, a

composite chart is a

standalone relationship

chart; and works best

when looking at estab-

lished relationships.

Anne Massey
September talk and workshop

with Kelly Surtees

Enhancing Natal Chart Work Thursday

Considering day vs. night charts, prioritizing aspects, discussing
traditional concepts like planet strength and what they say
about areas of ease or challenge in life. This lecture takes you
behind simple planet/sign/house and aspect interpretations to
help you get into the heart of the chart.

There are many ways to interpret a chart, but focusing on con-
nections to angles, as well as the dominant planets (which
change for each chart and will be discussed on the night) you’ll
discover simple yet effective processes to help make your natal
work deeper.

Saturday 14.09. 13 Full Day Workshop

Blending Forecasting Techniques for
Maximum Predictive Power

Exploring the best ways to combine different predictive tools
like Firdaria, progressions and transits.

Come along and learn about Firdarias take on planetary peri-
ods and how to work with them.

Suggestions around prioritizing transits or secondary progres-
sions based on Firdaria cycles are included.

Bring your own charts for personal application in the after-
noon.

We begin at 10AM and the workshop ends at 5PM?

You might choose to bring a lunch. While there are restaurants
within a quick walking distance, the up to 1½ hours for lunch
break might feel rushed.

Register by June 21, 2013 to receive the early bird discount.

You can pay online using PayPal or in person at the meeting,
or you can send a cheque. Mailing address for the Guild on the
back page.

Note that Kelly is available for consultations during her stay in
Vancouver. Please contact her directly to schedule a time

kelly@kellysurtees.com

Help welcomed at meetings. Could you volunteer for
10 minutes before the meeting or ten minutes af-
ter… the meeting the room has to be made ready

for the speaker, set up the screen and the projector, make
sure the speaker has water..and at the...4

End of the talk, the equipment needs to be put away
and premises clean up

Learning astrology takes time and to help our mem-
bers gain knowledge, it is helpful that we have short
introductory article-particles to introduce and explain

a technical term or concept .

P lease consider contributing articles for the Guild News,
contact editor anne@astrologyguild.com via email



OOURUR WEBSITEWEBSITE

Our website is a WordPress blog, which means that our members can comment the posts, All comments are monitored and approved by Anne
Massey, who looks after the site. In addition to posting comments we are looking for content. Would you like to be a contributor? You could
have your own mini-blog. The website brings us new members and reaches a wide audience. Please contact anne@astrologyguild.com if you’d
like to contribute content or submit articles for our newsletter. Want to write for the Student Corner? 200-300 words and explain an Astro-
factor...

We have a Facebook group, where we can share ideas and where we could have invitations to events and announcements to readers
and members, who might prefer that forum. We also have a Facebook page.

You can also follow us on twitter @Astro_Guild—the live link to the twitter feed is on our website’s sidebar

Note by clicking on the links in this newsletter you can browse on the web.

Alison Price President
Phone: (604) 355-3762
VPs: Martin Stock
Treasurer: Sukhwinder Nizzer
sknizzer2002@gmail.com
Secretary: Joan Morton
Past president and editor:
Anne Massey
anne@astrologyguild.com

If you would like updates and

reminders in your email, please send
one to our email address below

astroguild@gmail.com

Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

Find us on the web

www.astrologyguild.com
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1Guild Schedule for 2013-14

Mark your calendars!
 September 12 Kelly Surtees on Enhancing Natal Chart Work

 September 14 Workshop with Kelly Surtees on Blending Forecasting Techniques
for Maximum Predictive Power

 October 10 Eric Meyers on The Astrology of Awakening

 November 14, 2013 Donald Allen “The Victoria Landscape Zodiac”

 December 12, 2013 Annual Year End Pot Luck

 January 9, 2014 Speaker TBA

 February 13, 2014 Malamarie Sinha “ An Astrology Talk.”

 March 13, 2014 Arwynne H. O’Neill “Dynamic Transits and Your Chart.”

 April 10, 2014 Nina Gryphon “Financial Astrology.”

 May 8, 2014 Michael O’Connor “Zodiac Fractals: Degrees, Decants, Duads and
Dispositors”

 June 12, 2014 Hillory Skott “Holistic Astrology.”

 For latest details about the upcoming programs visit our website

www.astrologyguild.com

Would you like to present a talk, please contact Alison Price at
astroguild@gmail.com or call 604-355-3762

Classes with Guild members

Find an astrologer or teacher at www.astrologyguild.com/our-astrologers

Classes and workshops offered by our members can be found on our website with links to additional information on the teacher’s site

The latest information about Guild talks and workshops is available on our website also check out the Chats with our speakers...

Dues for 2012-13 You can renew online
Our annual dues became renewable November 1, 2012. If you haven’t renewed yet, we
hoe you will continue your support. We appreciate your support and without it, the Guild
would cease to exist.
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http://www.astrologyguild.com/classes/
Classes and workshops offered by our members can be found on our website with links to additional
information on the teacher’s site

Teachers do ensure your listing on our site is reflective of current classes with a working link to your
website


